Abstract. With the development of spaceflight technology, the structure of spacecraft becomes more and more complex. At present, most satellites have been adopted with honeycomb board structure for its anisotropic character. The parameters of such structure usually are difficult to achieve, which made the modelling and calculates of spacecraft hard. In this paper, the "sandwich" method has been employed to achieve the theoretical equivalent parameters of the honeycomb structure. Then, the modal characters of electric satellite have been analyzed and calculated base on the finite element analysis software MSC.NASTRAN. At the end, some guidance is given out for the theoretical design of satellites.
Introduction
With the vigorous development of China's space industry, the structure and function of spacecraft are becoming more and more complex. According to previous research and analysis, a new requirement is put forward about its large-scale and complex.
One of the most common structural components is the plate structure. The plate mechanism is mainly used to the current satellite. While the most common plate material is board of honeycomb core.
Because of the board of honeycomb core has light weight, high strength, heat insulation and other advantages of good isolation, the board is very common used to structure of satellite. More than 90% of the components of satellite are board of honeycomb core or the substrate is honeycomb core board. Service module and the use of the cargo compartment of a satellite are board which is aluminum honeycomb core. The board which is aluminum honeycomb core is shown in Figures  1 and 2 . Due to the complexity of the honeycomb structure, a certain degree of simplification is usually to its structure. Equivalence theories commonly include theory of sandwich panel, theory of honeycomb panel and theory of equivalent (theory of equal stiffness). Theory of sandwich is only equivalent to the layer of honeycomb sandwich, and both of the other are equivalent to the panel of entire honeycomb sandwich. Method of equal stiffness is determined by determining the equivalent monolayer thickness, Young's modulus and shear modulus, so that it has the same rigidity as the original panel of honeycomb sandwich. Method of equal density means that the density of the monolayer is equal to the density of the panel that is original honeycomb sandwich, and it is same of Young's modulus and shear modulus, only to determine its equivalent thickness.
In the calculation and analysis of this paper, using theory of core sandwich panels, put the panel of aluminum honeycomb sandwich to be equivalent to a composite layer with a thin shell structure, put the honeycomb sandwich layer to be equivalent to the orthotropic layer of homogeneous and other thickness. And then analyze and calculate the modal shape of a satellite structure by the software of finite element analysis. The satellite is divided into two parts: the load capsule and the service module. Its diagram of structure and diagram of explosion show in Figure 3 and Figure 4 , the bearing cylinder is the center cylinder of cylinder Service, while the time is working state, the bottom of cylinder is to be constraint. 
Analysis Dynamic Modal of Satellite
Through the previous introduction, it is possible to make the structure that is plate of aluminum honeycomb of electrostatic to an orthotropic layer having a uniform thickness. In this paper, the thick that is panels of aluminum honeycomb sandwich is 30mm. Thickness of Cell wall "t" is 0.3mm. Length of cell "l" is 3mm. skin that includes of up and down is 0.8mm. All of materials are made of aluminum. Put the parameters into the formula that number is (1), the equivalent elastic parameters of sandwich layer can be calculated.
(1)
Base on the structure of satellite; establish a geometric model by the pre-processing software MSC.Paran. The method of beam mesh generation is BAR2 unit. The method of satellite panel mesh generation is the QUAD4 unit that is high precision, creates a POINT0 unit at a point of centralized mass, constrains the bottom of cylinder of satellite, creates an aluminium material of isotropic, and a three-dimensional orthotropic honeycomb core material. And put the corresponding elements and the unit attributes to every unit. Complete the modelling process, Figure 5 shows the finite element model. Begin to analyze dynamical constraints modal.
A. Finite element model of load. 
Modal of Results and Mode of Analysis
Based on the finite element analysis software that is MSC.Nastran, constrained the bottom of cylinder of satellite. Calculate the natural frequency from 1 to 10 stages of the satellite body, as shown in Table 1 , the pattern is shown in Fig.7 . After the analysis of the model of satellite dynamics, we can see something from the frequency, the first order frequency is 46.1Hz, the overall stiffness of the satellite is larger, and the frequencies of first two orders are relatively low, the reverse frequency is mostly. That means it is relatively weak for the bottom structure of the bearing cylinder. The local vibration is mainly incarnated by frequency that is from thirty to eighth. The vibration is concentrated in before and after cabin of the service cabin. The phenomenon of coupled vibration had happened from ninth to tenth.
Concluding Remarks
Constrained modal analysis of satellite constellations, the torsional vibration is the first three orders, the coupled vibration lies in after the second orders, and others are local vibration. Overall, the overall stiffness of satellite structure is larger, when adding flexible structures such as solar wings and manipulators; it is feasible to simplify the structure of satellite. It views from the component point, because of the relatively low relative stiffness of the partial slab; the local vibration is caused, the phenomenon mainly happens at the service cabin before and after the cabin and load the roof of the cabin, so we begin to design the suppression of structural vibration in the future, we can be part of the rigid reinforcement treatment, to reduce deflection of structural.
In this paper, exerting finite element analysis software that the name is MSC.NASTRAN, analyze dynamic modal of a satellite, and obtain the structure of satellite the first 10 natural frequencies and vibration mode. This work provides theoretical guidance for the structural optimization of satellite, at the same time, it is verified to the rigid body of satellite that add to the flexible structure that such as the solar wing.
